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PREFACE

In this issue of The Bulletin our colleagues in the Caucus

on Social Theory and Art Education continue a tradition of

comment and expression which seeks to explain theoretical

or pragmatic relationships of art education and social cir-

cumstance.

The works presented here examine critical practice in art

education, recognize the relevance of political understand-

ing for art educators, present the significant contribu-

tions of Herbert Read from a humanist frame of reference,

continue the dialogue on the A.I.M. statement, and examine

the use of metaphor from a social perspective.

The majority of the articles in this issue are derived from

presentations made at the 23rd annual N.A.E.A. convention.

Special thanks goes to the associate editors for this issue;

Jack Hobbs, Illinois State University, and Cathy A. Brooks,

Concordia University, Montreal.

Financial support for this publicati.,, has been provided

by The Scnool of Fine Arts and Communication, James Madi-

son University, Donald L. McConkey, Dean.

Lanny Milbrandt
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THEIARTB, SCHOOL PRACTICE AND CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION

Landon E. Beyer

Knox College

Attempts at articulating and instituting so,:ially responsive programs

in art education are heartening and long overdue. The work of the Caucus on

Social Theory and Art Education, and the Bulletin as a reflection of the

issues dealt with by the caucus, are laudatory and provocative. I seek to

further these efforts in this essay by: 1) elaborating the social context

within which schools function, and detailing how the political, economic,

and ideological interests our educational system serves affect school pol-

icy, organizational structures within education, and school practice gener-

ally; and 2) suggest how the arts may be an effective force in countering

the socially useful practices which schools embody. By situating the study

of the arts within the literature on schools as agents of social reproduc-

tion we may see more clea:ly both the problems and possibilities for educa-

tion in the arts that is socially responsive, politically sensitive, and

ethically just.

Schools have historically been understood as central institutions

in helping further the major tenets of the liberal tradition upon which our

society was founded. From the inception of the common school system almost

150 years ago, and continuing through various reform efforts, schools have

been thought of as central to the sl'hility of our social system. Within

the liberal tradition, our educational system has been conceived as essen-

tially meritocratic and politically neutral, while schools have been thought

to maximize human potential, provide necessary and fitting socialization

experiences, create the conditions necessary for equality of opportunity,
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promote social mobility, and generally serve as an important cornerstone for

enlightened participation in democratic institutions. The value and place

of the public school system in promoting and maintaining these liberal val-

ues has not gone unnoticed.

Yet increasingly this role of schools has been subject to critical

analysis and interpretation. The m.Ajor assumptions which inform our under-

standing of schools are continuing to be challenged from several quarters.

Historians such as Katz (1968, 1971), Greer (1972(, Karier (1975), and

Tyack (1974), have questioned the view that public, universal schooling

was instituted to further the interests of the lower classes and poor, on

the one hand, or the "good of all," on the other; these scholars suggest in-

stead that the creation of schools, their organizational patterns and struc-

ture, centralization, etc., progressed in such a way as to benefit dispro-

portionately those in positions of power in the wider society. For in-

stance, the patterns of acculturation which the schools fostered has the ef-

fect of denying the validity of values, norms, and ideas expressed by minor-

ity cultural groups and of furthering the beliefs of, particularly, white,

male, middle class Americans. Again, there is considerable evidence that

schools were founded to protect the wealth and privileges of the advan-

taged at least as much as they were designed to provide avenues for socia:.

and economic improvement. In addition to such historical inquiry, philo-

sophers of education like Feinberg (1975) argue that an overt or tacit

commitment to science, technology, and the demands of industrial capitalism

skewed the theories and programs of educators working within the liberal

tradition (e.g., Dewey) and affected their ideas concerning progress,

human nature, and equality. Taking the demands of a growing, increasingly

industrialized, and divided labor force as facts of social life to which

7
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schools must respond, educational theories become shaped by the values of

the productive forces of society. By remaining sensitive to the social con-

text within which educational policy and practice necessarily functions,

the critically oriented research efforts of such people as Feinberg re-

minded us of the continued need to treat historical and philosophical analyses

as more than mere doctrines. When placed within a larger framework, such

philosophical investigations become insightful and illuminating (see, for

example, Feinberg, 1983). I shall return to this point later in this essay.

Political economists like Bowles and Gintis (1976) have presented fur-

ther evidence that schools are not in fact the meritocratic institutions we

have assumed. In particular, these authors have argued that the personality

and dispositional traits which schools sanction correspond to the "needs"

of a stratified, hierarchical, unequal society su2h as ours. The pervasive-

ness of a hidden curriculum (Jackson, 1968) within our educational institu-

tions, thus, is not to be seen as natural, inevitable, or even necessarily

justifiable, but rather as being compatible with the requirements of a

capitalist labor force. In addition to the hidden curriculum, still other

writers have argued that the knowledge which schools convey-- both the form

and content of the overt curriculum-- is related tc the larger distribution

of wealth and social power (Apple, 1979; Young, 1971; Whitty and Young,

1976; Bernstein, 1915). Here it is argued that the question of whose know-

ledge finds its way into classrooms (and whose does not), how it is organized

and distributed (by class, race, and gender), what sorts of evaluative ac-

tivities are correlated with it (Apple and Beyer, 1983), and so on, cannot

be answered apart from the larger patterns of distribution extant in society

generally. Thinking about specific knowledge forms, and their distribution

in schools, as essentially isolated, poli.ically neutral phenomena, is
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simply not adequate.

All of these investigations point to one central fact. Educational

policy and practice at a variety of levels-- the organizational patterns

in accord with which schools are governed, the hidden and overt curricula

they promote, the form in which knowledge is transmitted, the ways in which

these things are evaluated, and even the very historical and contemporary

purposes they were designed to serve-- need to be situated within the com-

plex nexus of processes, institutions, and ideologies which comprise our

social system. It is no longer sufficient to analyze education as an auto-

momous, abstracted, apolotical domain. Nor is it justifiable to design

policy, programs, and curricula which are indifferent to the social con-

text within which schools exist. Analyses such as those outlined above

have gone some way in erodiag the view that schools are meritocratic, a-

moral, culturally fair institutions dedicated to upholding traditions of

freedom, democratic participation and equality. Indeed the arguments and

sLudies generated by this growing body of critically oriented research on

schools indicate that educational institutions operate so as to further pat-

terns or dominance, exploitation, and stratification. We may collectively

refer to this body of scholarship as concerned with the socially reproductive

role of schools. Two aspects of this research literature are of special in-

terest when considering the possibility of a socially responsive art education.

First, the literature on the role of schools as agents of social re-

production has raised significant questions about the role of culture gen-

erally in ideological domination. While some initial studies (e.g., Bowles

and Gintis, 1976) focused on the economic parameters of social reproduction,

and hence tended to generate analyses that were overly mechanical and eco-

nomistic, more recent irivestigations have highlighted the cultural com-
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ponents of reproduction (Apple, 1982; Willis, 1978; Everhart, 1983; Apple

and Weis, 1983; Beyer, 1983). Within this expanded version of social re-

production, the role of ideology is not to be located exclusively in economic

patterns having to do with the division 3f labor, social mobility, and the

like; instead cultural processes and objects, forms of consciousness, and

concrete, day to day lived experiences are to be seen as key elements in

understanding the role of schools in promoting social reproduction. In this

way the arts may become an important subject for such critically oriented

investigations (Beyer, 1979, 1981; DiMaggio and Useem, 1978; Williams, 1961,

1977; Eagleton, 1976).

Let us examine this important conceptual point in some detail. Cri-

tical theorists have focused in pem on the means by which the central de-

mands of the eaonomy are furthered by school policy and practice. For ex-

?

ample, there is ample evidence that as students are hierarchica/ly ordered,

different students are taught different norms, skills, and values-- oftet4

on the basis of race, social class, and gender. Further, these norms and

skills tend to embody the values required by these students' projected rung

on the labor market. In this way schools help meet the needs of an econ-

omy for a stratified and partially sozialized body of employees. Again, the

educational apparatus as a whole helps to further the proliferation of var-

ious technical and administrative forms of knowledge that bolster the ex-

pansion of markets, help create new (and usually artificial) consumer needs,

help maintain the division of labor, and promote technical innovatiou to in-

crease one's share of a market or to increase profit margins. In sum,

schools further the economic patterns of our system by promoting patterns

which are aimed at 1) creating the conditions necessary for capital accumu-
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lation and 2) increasing the viability of production.

More culturally oriented theories, while recognizing the validity

of such economic consequences of schooling, have gone beyond this structural

or impositional model of social reproduction. They highlight the ways in

which schools, in addition to promoting, say, capital accumulation and pro-

duction, also create forms of consciousness, cultural activities, and spe-

cific ways of seeing and feeling within day to day experiences for students.

Such culturally sensitive theories insist that we analyze the ideological

role of schools in more detail and specificity, and remain cognizant of the

potentially transformative power of human agency (Wexler, 1982). In under-

standing the role of schools as agents of social reproduction, then, such

theorists reject a simple correspondence between economic needs and school

practices, and argue for a more sustained and closer look at how ideology

may become a part of the actual lived culture of schools.

The insistence on detailing the actual unfolding of school practice as

a carrier of ideological meaning and on analyzing cultural forms in general

as important aspects of social reproduction has had another important conse-

quence for our understanding of educational policy and school practice. We

have developed an increased awareness of the particular ways in which people

and social groups either perpetuate, or resist and mediate, the ideological

messages transmitted to them. An increasingly fine grained analysis of the

ideological aspects of lived culture has resulted in a fuller realization of

how the socially reproductive role of schools is often contested and trans-

formed. Willis (1978) and Everhart (1983), as well as others, present research

studies which show how students do not always passively accept, but often at-

tempt to resist and transform, the ideological, reproductive practices of

classrooms.
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This has special relevance for programs in art education in a way

which I believc highlights the possibilities for a socially progressive

treatment of the arts. For what these studies indicate is that cultural forms,

and perhaps the art especially, are not'necessarily determined in any strict

sense by the ideologically useful patterns which dominate in schools. The

domain of culture, that is to say, may itself be an effective counter to

the socially reproductive role which our educational institutions play.

What this means for art and aesthetic education is of no small moment.

In the remainder of this essay I will suggest how a critically oriented

understanding of the social role of schools and a renewed interest in the

resistant role of culture might affect policies and programs in art education.

There are several fronts on which we might move, given the preceding

analysis and the consequences which flow from it. All of them have to do

with the value or potential of the arts, and of programs dealing with the

artistic/aesthetic domain, as these are situated within the reproductive

role which schools serve. First, we need to recognize and value the ways in

which aesthetil knowledge may be an important counter to the overly techni-

cized, linear based, efficiency oriented activities which tend to dominate

the formal curriculum (Huebner, 1975; Eisner, 1979). The dominant model for

curriculum making-- and this model is intimately related to those ideological

functions of the overt curriculum mentioned already-- is based on the view

that the goals for the curriculum are to be located in the demands of the

larger society, its activities, occupations, and tasks (see, for example,

Bobbitt, 1918; Charters, 1927; and Snedden, 1921). Further, these goals

must be prespecified, behaviorally oriented, and systematic. Indeed this

way of doing curriculum work is most descriptively referred to as the "fac-

tory model" (Kliebard, 1975). Artistic production and aesthetic appreciation,

1,4.0



on the other hand, seem incompatible with the sort of prespecification, lin-

ear thinking, and technological emphases this model relies on.1 In count-

ering such tendencies through the arts (in their construction, appreciation,

and evaluation) we not only foster alternative forms of pedagogy and cur-

riculum, but we challenge a dominant cultural tendency which is related to

the socially reproductive role of schools. The arts, in altering our cas-

ual acceptance of such technological influences as natural cr inevitable,

may be useful in rroviding alternative forms oi consciousness and patterns

of interaction that undermine such tendencies. We may refer to this dimen-

sion of artistic programs as helping promote a socially responsive aesthetic

through its embodiment of a different formal emphasis.

Second, we need also to rethink the content of our efforts in art edu-

cation an4 the use of aesthetic objects in this process. This needs to be

done in at least a couple of ways. We need to reexamine, to begin with, the

philosophical and conceptual foundations upon which our understanding of

the arts, aesthetic experience, and aesthetic value rests. We have become

much too infatuated with a Presentational aesthetic which emphasizes sensory,

formal, surface features of works of art, to the detriment of their other

aspects and meanings (see, for example, Broudy, 1972). We have divorced art

from other human interests, social concerns, and moral dilemmas in a way

which ensures their continued impotence. We must articulate, and help others

interpret and understand, an aesthetic theory that puts the arts in the cen-

ter of social conduct and ethical deliberation (Beyer, 1982). Moving from

such abstract, conceptual issues to the more immediate concerns of curri-

culum making in the arts, a part of which necessitates giving legitimacy

8
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to those cultural symbols which seem most actively resistant to ideological

domination. We need, in other words, to help our students appreciate the

moral force of aesthetic objects, so they may become meaningful and useful

in opposing the dominant, reproductive messages which schools communicate.

There are many ways to further this: appreciating and evaluating contempor-

ary and historical works of art that are of social import and consequence;

creating works of art that respond to a var'ety of the most pressing con-

temporary issues and problems (social injustice in all its guises, the op-

pression of women and minority populations in particular, the prospects for

world peace, the dangers of nuclear holocaust, and so on); lusing increasingly

sensitive to the possibilities for working class, minority, and women's cul-

tural forms, as examples of alternative, resistant aesthetic experiences;

and analyzing more critically than we often do the "high arts" as these may

embody social and ideological sentiments we might rather avoid.

What I am urging is a politicization of culture in a way which may fur-

ther the emancipatory potential of aesthetic experience and artistic activ-

ity (Beyer, 1977). This does not entail reducing art to an instrumentally

useful tool, as for example in the more vulgar forms of Socialist Realism.

I do mean to suggest, though, that unless we see the arts as of potentially

liberating benefit to real people in actual lived situations, and art educa-

tion as related in one way or another to the larger social and ideological

purposes the school serves, we are apt to miss something important about

the arts and their value for education. By remaining cognizant of the po-

litical, ideological, and social elements of educational policy and school

practice, we may reorganize our efforts at promoting progressive programs

in the arts. It is in seeing the political value of the arts in schools--

their ability to transform lived experience and the very facts of our social



consciousness and existence-- that we may begin to remake both educational

practice and social life. Can we expect anything less of the arts, or

of ourselves?

1 5
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REFERENCE NOTES

1. Though I believe there is a basic incompatibility here between the dom-

inant model of curriculum making and aesthetic knowledge, this does not

mean that, in practice, the two have not been combined. The fact that

aesthetic education programs, for instance, have utilized the factory

model of curriculum making speaks to the dominance of that system (see

Beyer, 1981 for an extended discussion of this).
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WHAT IS THE MEANING OF "ART MEANS WORK"?

(A CRITICAL RESPONSE TO THE A.I.M. STATEMENT)

Cathy A. Brooks

Concordia University

Feldman's statement of values and commitment, "Art in the Mainstream"

(1982a), reacquaints us with a crucial ideological concept, work.

Art means work. Over and above creativity, self-expression and com-

municatiou, art is a type of work. This is what art has been from

the beginning. This is what art is from childhood to old age.

Through art, our students learn the meaning and joy of work--work

done to the best of one's ability, for its own sake, for the satis-

faction of a job well done. There is a desperate need in our society

for a revival of the idea of good work. Work for personal fulfill-.

ment; work for social recognition; work for economic development.

Work is one of the noblest expressions of the human spirit, and art

is the visible evidence of work carried to the highest possible lev-

el. Today we hear much about productivity and workmanship. Both

of those concepts have their roots in art. We are dedicated to the

idea that art is the best way for every young person to learn the

value of work.

What is work? And how is it that art is called the best example of good

work? To seek the meaning of work in other than dict*.onary definitions or

the artistic process (Day, 1982), we need to look at work as it exists

within social life, in its contextual relationship to other meanings and

values in everyday existence.

19
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WORK AS CRAFT AND WORK AS LABOR

Work is purposeful action, guided by the intelligence. Humans have

always done things to maintain themselves; they have always made things.

What, then, is "good work"? With the rise of the industrial economy, work

has beocme differentiated according to its social and economic exchange

value. In his critical analysis of work in the twentieth century, Harry

Braverman (1974) shows that this differentiation results in two meanings

of work: work as craft and work as labor.

Work as craft is exemplified by the style of living of the self-

employed proprietor in charge of the entire process of production, e.g.

the life of the artist, artisan, craftman, farmer, tradesman, or pro-

fessional. Each of these individuals makes a useful commodity that is

sold for its value to its purchaser. By and large, divisions in the pro-

cess of production are between individual makers, that is, different people

do different craft specialties.

On the other hand, there is work as labor, exemplified by the wage-

earner who sells his or her labor power for a period of time. In work as

labor, the process of production is divided requiring the laborer to frag-

ment his or her intelligence and sensibility into separated mental or

manual skills. Individual laborers neither know of noi control the entire

production process. Further, the process of production orders specific

skills heirarchically; mental skills, such as designing or managing, are

paid more than are manual skills, such as assembly or typing. Whether one

is a manual or mental laborer, the fragmentation of the production process pro-



hibits the individual from achieving LLat unified intelligence and control

which typifies work as craft.

Educational practice has historically, derived its models of organiza-

tion from industrial management pLactices (Nasaw, 1979); so it is not sur-

prising that the concept of work as labor is evident is schooling practices

(editor's note; refer to Beyer in this issue). The implicit fragmentation

of individual irtelligence into bits of mind and body skills can be seen in

the logic behind behavioral and performance objectives. Art educators have

been as likely as other educators to rely on this model, even while their

discourse and theory talk in terms of work as craft. It is that contra-

diction between practice and rhetoric that I want to draw attention to here.

I think that the notion of "good work" presented in the A.I.M. Statement

perpetuates that contradiction.

The A.I.M. Statement draws upon the middle-class American belief

in the Work Ethic - person's moral and social commitment to gainful and

productilde contribution within the world of economic exchange. The char-

acter of work is defined by this ethical commitment as well as in the style

of living exemplified in the activity called art. Although art is as-

sociated with a model of work as craft, in the practice of many public

schools, art is probably closer to the model of work as labor.

The model of work as labor dominates in common sense understanding in

most people's everyday life, arH in most educational practice. I do not re-

fute that art exemplifies work as craft. But I do refute the simplistic no-

tion that work as craft serves an "antidote" to work as labor, which the

A.I.M. Statement seem to imply. To simply posit works as craft as the

answer to the inadequacies of work as labor is to underestimate the ideo-
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logical dominance of work as labor, and its connections to the common sense

understanding of the Work Ethic.

ART AS WORK AND ART AS PLAY

The A.I.M. Statement's focus on art. as work reflects the desire to im-

prove-the current status of art in the school curriculum. Its devalued posi-

tion has resulted from defining art as opposite to work (work as labor).

For those whose everyday reality is a job structured by work as labor, even

the experience of work as craft (art) takes place outside of job time,

within the space of leisure time pursuits including hobbies and enter-

tainments. Art is not work (as labor); it must be--even in its sense of

work as craft--play. The roots of our economic, social and ethical reality

intrinsically designate a secondary place to culture (art) in the "nat-

ural" order of things. Work signifies the primacy of meeting life's eco-

nomic necessities. Play signifies what one does for its own sake and for

pleasure and is separate from the necessity of survival. Our common sense

understanding of the secondary value of culture is based on the idea of

the surplus of production; culture is producad when the necessities of

life have been met and there are still resources, time and human energy

left for something more. We are taught this ideology from earliest child-

hood: "First do your work, then you can play."

The social implications of this organization of human activity are

immense. The heirarchical relationships of work and play, or economic

value and cultural value, translate into patterns of social organization

and cultural dominance. Groups who are able to achieve mastery over eco-

nomic necessity are those who are more likely to engage in cultural activ-

ity. The more one's life is free from economic necessity, the more one is

free to engage in those activities which are playful. In turn, the education
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of different classes reflects the extent to which their lifestyle is seen

to be devoted to work activity (meeting economic necessity) or play (cul-

tural activity).

Certain aesthetic theories, eg. Schiller's, define art and aesthetic

experience as play, as distinguished from work (Hein, 1968). Such theories

typically view aesthetic experience as activity for its own sake, pleasure-

able in and of itself. The problem with such a theory is its inadequacy

to account for the social and economic privileges that enable a lifestyle

focused upon aesthetic experience. Aesthetic experience seen as play tends

to exclude aesthetic experience related to a lifestyle zoncerned with meet-

ing economic necessity. As the basis for art education, aesthetic play

theories have demonstrated their problematic nature: in schools where so-

cial and economic conditions are adequate, art as play is permitted. But

it is not surprising that art as play is considered useless and even im-

pertinent to those groups whose lives are more closely tied to a laboring

existence. Art as play may be a fine model for those groups who are able

to achieve the required distance from economic necessity, but it can also

be a theory that effectively disenfranchises those groups who are unable to

achieve that distance.

The %:.Tork - play division is also manifest in the heirarchy of the indi-

vidual arts. Crafts are placed at the bottom and the fine arts at the top:

those arts more closely related to practical needs are considered less

aesthetically valuable than those objects whose 7unction is more closely

related to contemplation, purely aesthetic pleasure, and other activities

that require a situation far removed from survival concerns. As times have

become less prosperous, it is no wonder that art education based on a play
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theory seems expendable. Economic necessity comes first and culture comes

second in that "natural" order of common sense understanding. And in times

such as these, the decisions between those groups who can afford art as

play and those who cannot, become more rigidly drawn.

PERPETUATING OLD CONTRADICTIONS

In A.I.M.'s praises of "workmanship and productivity" and "pod work that

serves Inch the individual and the economy" are imbedded the ideological

dilemma of craft and labor that has been discussed above. Here is the same

contradiction that has existed in art instruction since it was first intro-

duced into the public school curriculum more than a century ago. The A.I.M.

Statement sees work as "done to the best of one's ability, for its own sake,

for the satisfaction of a job well done ... for personal fulfillment."

But it also seeks work as "for social recognition" and for "economic devel-

opment", and for "serving the goals of productivity and workmanship that are

lamentedly lacking in current industrial circumstances." As the society and

political economy are now organized, I find it impossible to imagine how

we can expect all individuals to have equal access to work that offers per-

sonal development. That ideal has been invoked before in art education,

in the persuasive rhetoric that brought art - as manual training - into the

public schools of the late nineteenth century. Educational leaders-cum-

businessmen of that time saw art as a way of disciplining and training a

skilled workforce of industrial laborers. Their romantic rhetoric empha-

sized the fostering of a generation of ethical, disciplined, self-reliant

artisans. In practice their approach to education resulted in the first

generations of increasingly specialized, dependent wage earners-cum-con-

sumers. It is dissapointing and alarming to see Feldman's nostalgic invo-
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cation of those past goals as a model for today's art education. Feldman

had admitted elsewhere that his ideas derive from those of such early indus-

trial-age romantics as John Ruskin (1982b). But I would remind Feldman

that the historical, social and class circumstances of Ruskin's prescriptions

may not pertain to those of this post-industrial age. We must consider

Ruskin's ideas within the social and class context that afforded him a

lifestyle of relative comfort and freedom from ecomonic necessity. That

qualification extends to the ideas and projects of Ruskin's followers, such

as Willem Morris, and in America, Gustav Stickley. Their experiments in

trying to combine the ideals of work as craft with commercial success in

an economy based on work as labor ended in failure. The fine materials and

workmanship and the stylistic characteristics of their aesthetic, were

attractive to and affordable for only a small group of upper-class clientele.

Our society is at a different social and historical-moment. To sim-

ply reiterate a simplistic myth of the early industrial age - even with

heart-felt commitment - is not going to provide us with a realistic under-

standing of the social and economic context of art education today. We

cannot afford to follow a romanticized model of an idyllic world that ima-

gines everyone can achieve the ideal of work as craft. The challenge be-

fore us is to find, and then develop.practices from, a meaning of good work

that realistically considers the social and economic structure - and the

ideological dynamic - in which art education functions today.

The A.I.M. Statement's endorsement of good work is significant; not

as a guide that shows us a clear direction to follow, but for its mani-

festation of the social and economic contradictions that must be critically

addressed if we are to forge a path toward realistic and effective art

education for this society. It is that these contradictions have been

fr).
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exposed and my critical reflection prodded that I am most appreciative.
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THE CULTURE OF AESTHETIC DISCOURSE (CAD): ORIGINS,

CONTRADICTIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

Karen A. Hamblen

California State University .

Art has long been accepted as comprising a visual language that com-

municates cultural values and qualitative meanings through its subject

matter, functions, and stylistic characteristics. However, not until this

century has visual art also been considered as a language system of signs

and symbols amenable to systematic verbal analysis and evaluation. Con-

sistent with this development, in recent years art educators have increas-

ingly proposed that art instruction include various art criticism activi-

ties (Johansen, 1982). This author personally considers an interest in

art criticism to be a positive development for the field of art eucation

inasmuch as it offers a much-needed counterbalance to the now-predominant

emphasis on studio production. Moreover, if art education is to be in the

educational mainstream and to have an equal share of the budgetary pie,

art instruction will need to have a strong verbal component that will ren-

der it fairly compatible with the goals and instructional methodologies of

general education. Art criticism meets this requirement in that it depends

on a specialized language code requiring formal instruction.

However, behind this author's optimism is the realization that this

new focus on art criticism may prove to be a mixed educational blessing.

Stepping into the mainstream of education cannot be done without incurring

certain dangers and possible trade-offs. Assuming the role of art critic

is not a value-neutral activity. Formal talk about art among experts is

structured according to prescribed rules; it is based on a particular type

of art historical knowledge and on specific assumptions as to what
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constitutes artistic creation and response.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the value system art educa-

tors may be inculcating through the introduction of art criticism. The

thesis will be developed that art criticism originated in response to the

characteristics of modern fine art. Modern fine art, in turn, is embedded

within the value system of Western modernity in which there is a reliance

on expert knowledge and a positive value is given to the acquisition of

abstract language skills. It will be proposed that art critical knowledge

and analytical skills are, in Western societies, a form of cultural capi-

tal. By participating in art criticism, one becomes part of the Culture

of Aesthetic Discourse (CAD) wherein class status is measured by analyti-

cal, verbal abilities, and art is considered inaccessible to those without

such skills. In other words, in this paper, art criticism is not dis-

cussed as an activity, but rather as a social institution with positive

value orientations toward self-referent, abstract knowledge; with a class

structure based on the possession of analytical, verbal skills; and with

cultural capital that consists of specialized knowledge applied to criti-

cal discourse.

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON ART CRITICISM

The source and even the need for art criticism can be traced to the

inception of modern fine art during the early part of this century.

Modern fine art, often nonobjective or displaying varying degrees of

abstraction, was created, in part, as a reaction against the excesses of

Victorian art. The official art of the Academies often depicted obscure

classical myths or historical events that required lengthy titles and
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verbose explanations in exhibition brochures (Rookmaaker, 1970, pp. 38-59).

It appeared to some artists that an art style without an overt subject

matter requiring special background knowledge could appeal to and be

understood by all segments of the population. A so-called strictly visual

art would allow for a free play of cognitive powers and be amenable to the

universal structuring principles of the mind--or so the reasoning went

(Jaffe, 1965, pp. 137-139; Kandinsky, 1912/1947; Segy, 1967, pp. 421-428).

Ironically, the democratic ideal of an art which would not require or call

forth associations contained the seeds of its own circumvention. As art

became more separated from specific contexts and associations, it became

more an object of study rather than an object of experience--and the more

it required verbal explanations to be understood.

The twentieth century dependence on art criticism for artistic

understanding is perhaps too easily attributed to abstraction alone.

Modern fine art lost not only the mimetic image but also, more funda-

mentally, it lost symbolic associations. Art ostensibly no longer pointed

beyond itself to life experiences nor was it part of social functions and

daily usage. Rather, art was to be about itself; art was created for

art's sake in order to explore its material qualities, and it was within

those qualities that meaning resided. It was this artistic self-reference

that the art critic attempted to examine, explain, and evaluate for an

often bewildered, if not hostile, public (Hamblen, 1983).

Over the decades since the inception of modern abstract art, the

bewilderment has, if anything, increased for much of the population, and

the need for explanations and evaluationF has escalated even among those

within the art world. In an essay titled "The Painted Word," Wolfe (1975),
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not altogether facetiously, prophesized that soon paintings would be the

size of postage stamps and would require an accompanying display expla-

nation the size of a normal painting. By the mid-twentieth century, artis-

tic styles consisted of a series of visual philosophical treatises on the

nature of art, wherein a meta-dialogue among the formal qualities of art

was carried out on the surface of the canvas. Visual ambiguities, elabor-

ate puns, and optical games were developed through a plethora of rapidly

changing styles which served to problematize the philosophical parameters

of visual meaning. "This is another way of saying that art has become

part of 'language': it is a writing of sorts; and there is a growing dif-

ficulty in detaching the work from meanings of a literary and theoretical

order" (Rosenberg, 1966, p. 198). Ironically, academic literary qualities

in nineteenth century art and theoretical self-reference in twentieth cen-

tury art have met full circle in their dependence on "the word."

There is also another irony which most succinctly told the general

public that art had become the province of the art specialist: the art

critical explanations themselves were often not easily understood. The

obfuscation of meaning in modern fine art, both in its visual presentation

and in subsequent written analyses, needs to be understood as symptomatic

of Western value orientations (Hamblen, 1983). In the official institu-

tions of modern society and of modern fine art one find positive value

orientations toward self-reference, theorization, artificial language

codes, reflexive discourse, and abstract knowledge modalities, which, in

total, are supportive of a reliance on expert knowledge. The institution

of modern fine art and art criticism represents essentially a closed shop

comprised of museum curators, academics, artists, buyers, historians, and



critics. These specialists have the art knowledge and language skills to

participate in what this author terms the Culture of Aesthetic Discourse

(CAD). Within the larger scope of modern society, they are members of

the New Class (Galbraith, 1965), i.e., intellectuals who are engaged in

a meta-knowledge discourse carried out within the parameters of self-

referent, discipline-specific language codes. The analytical stance

toward art, i.e., the continual need to examine and discuss, to analyze

and evaluate, has its roots in Western modernity and indicates membership

in the New Class.

CULTURAL CAPITAL IN THE NEW CLASS

While the Old Class of the nineteenth century depended on the accumu-

lation of tangible goods for their capital, the New Class possesses edu-

cational credentials and abstract knowledge skills (Barzun, 1959, pp. 7-

30). Gouldner (1979) has described the New Class as the Culture of Criti-

cal Discourse (CCD) wherein members as diverse as city planners, teachers,

journalists, sociologists, film reviewers, and social workers have in

common the possession of discipline-specific skills applied in reflexive

discourse. TranSmitted through education and socialization, discipline-

specific verbal skills are a commodity, the possession of which, accord-

ing to Gouldner, provides access to incomes.

The Culture of Aesthetic Di.x.ourse (CAD) discussed in this paper can

be considered as a specific language community within the CCD. Unlike

Gouldner, this author, however, suggests that art critical skills provide

access to power and to the control that power gives rather than incomes,

per se. In other words, certain types of knowledge, skills, and developed

abilities are a form of capital in that they allow one to gain access to
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a specific arena of social interaction. Participation within the CAD

allows one entry into the world of modern art and to exercise a certain

amount of power and control within that area. Incomes may accrue or the

rewards may be increased social status and personai satisfaction.

Entry into the CAD, however, does not come easily. The appreciation

of art has become heavily dependent on learned perceptual conventions and

specialized knowledge about art. Moreover, in many instances, it would

appear that these dependencies have actually been cultivated. Bell (1974)

suggests that incomprehensibility has become "a prime social asset in a

work of art" (p. 42). A class structure has been created in the art world,

with entry and participation dependent on aesthetic capital. "Capital

then is inherently an advantage, those having it L.re secured gratifications

denied to those lacking it" (Gouldner, p. 25).

Much art criticism has been formalistic, dealing with such matters

as whether paint is on the canvas or a separate entity from the surface,

or whether the edge of a painting is the existential limits of a defined

process and so on. Such concerns are, to say the least, esoteric and

specific to art itself. Although the abstract elements of design are the

very building blocks of the physical world and are continuously perceived,

manipulated, and experienced in nonart contexts, art criticism tends to

delegitimate such life experience assor!stions. Art criticism as a speech

community forms its own self-referent legitimation in a grammar taat takes

its structural cues from symbolic logic, linguistics, philosophy, and

physics (Reichardt, 1974, o. 43). In the following excerpt, one might

note how artistic choices and meanings are limited to the art world. In



this example, the social'role of art and its functional meanings--those

very aspects which are readily accessible to broad-based understanding--

are not discussed.

Stella's subsequent rejection of the literalist interpretation

of his early painting is consistent with his shaped color com-

positions after 1964. These developed into the brilliant

logos of the protractor series starting in 1967, and have since

become more and more bounded by a rectilinear format. What is

radical about Newstead Abbey is that its three-dimensionality

reinforces the illusionism of its objecthood. Irreducibly

the painting represents contradictions inherent in all paint-

ing--this is the gap between idea and the physicality which

totemism bridges. Newstead Abbey as an esthetic position is

a cul de sac, so it is not surprising that Stella began to

incorporate color and internal composition later on. (Burnham,

p. 115)

This is knowledge about art which is created, controlled, and administeted;

it is discipline-specific and must be formally learned.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Formal talk about art can be found throughout written history in both

Western and Eastern cultures (Osborne, 1970). However, in the past, the

general population, for the most part, responded to and used art in the

ongoing ordinary course of daily events with little conscious thought of

this or that object being art--much less engaging in lengthy discussions

on the merits of certain aesthetic qualities. A generally taken-for-
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granted fitness of form, the pleasures of usage, and a culturally under-

stood signigicance of meaning comprised a culture's knowledge of art.

The distinction needs to be made between the pre-twentieth century

knowledge of art, i.e., the experience of art, and the twentieth century

knowledge about art, i.e., talk about art. The New Class differs from

other social classes in that it is specifically a speech community that

embodies "an ideology about discourse" (Gouldner, p. 28). It is not

enough to experience, enjoy, and appreciate art; art must be verbally

prodded, probed, and problematized. Members of the New Class believe

they have "the obligation to examine what had hitherto been taken for

granted, to transform 'givens' into 'problems,' resources into topics:

to examine the life we lead, rather than just enjoy or suffer it" (Gould-

ner, pp. 59-60). Art cannot just be allowed to exist as a part of human

experience. Designed objects become Art with a capital A when aesthetic

experience becomes a focus of study and art critical literacy becomes a

prerequisite for artistic understanding. To paraphrase T. S. Eliot, not

until this century have people needed to come and go, talking about Michel-

angelo. However, dealing with art as a visual statement to be verbally

analyzed and critiqued is not without its inconsistencies, paradoxes, and

untoward consequences.

Educating all students to discuss, atalyze, and evaluate art is a

democratic ideal, which concomitantly
introduces students to an elitist,

exclusive language community and mode of aesthetic experience alien to their

everyday experiences in art. In moving art instruction into the main-

stream of public education via art criticism, art education becomes en-

meshed in the democratic paradox. Namely, knowledge must be made avail-



able to all citizens, yet accessibility must be limited or knowledge will

lose its power.

The New Class . . . thinks its own culture of critical discourse

best, which is to say that it lives a contradiction. On the

one side, its CCD presses to undermine all societal distinctions

end, oa the other, believeing its own culture best it wishes

Lc) advantage those who must fulfill and embody it, its own cul-

ture, then, contains the New Class's "saeds of its own destruc-

tion." (Gouldner, p. 86)

The belief that art criticism 'All actually provide aesthetic under-

standing, sensitivity, and enlightenment is itself an elitist claim that

imposes a class structure, limits participation, and Ignores subcultural

a,asthetic preferences and experiences.

The culture of critical discourse of the New Class seeks to

control everything, its topic and itself, believing that such

domination is the only road to truth. The New Class begins

by monopolizing truth and by making itseif its guardian. . . .

Even as it subverts old inequities, the New Class silently

inaugurates a new hierarchy of the knowing, the knowledge-

able, the reflexive and insightful. Those who talk well,

it is held, excel over those who talk poorly or not at all.

(Gouldner, p. 85)

Most public school education fosters various forms of 11nguistic con-

versions in which students are weaned away from the language of their

everyday lives toward the CCD. Again, however, the democratic ideal is
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foiled, inasmuch as it is the ordinary language and the ongoing experience

which specifically has relevance for the student. This raises the ques-

tion of whether it is necessary or even advisable to educate everyoue to

deal with art as a form of discourse.

Art critical discourse gives the student both an elaborated language

code as well as a limited perspective on art. The speech of the New Class

is calculatingly impersonal, theoratical, and autonomous. In having stu-

dents discuss art as formal elements of design, in having them postpone

value judgments, and in having them deal with art in terms of other art

that has been produced, one is assuring that students are rising above

the exigencies of personal taste and the particularities of time and

space. By the same token, students are also being asked to abrogate their

ongoing, nonverbal experiences of art to a self-conscious artificial

speech code of analysis and evaluation.

The formalized culture of aesthetic discourse "distances persons

from local cultures, so that they feel an alienation from all particular-

istic, history-bound places and from ordinary, everyday life" (Gouldner,

p. 59). Aesthetic knowledge is verbally democraticized at the expense

of a loss of warmth, imagination, and spontaneity of subcultural art

experiences. Discursive reflexivity ulttmately destroys the free play

of expression, replacing one's knowledge of art with an analytical know-

ledge about art.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCL',SIONS

The inclusion of art criticism in the curriculum needs to be quali-

fied by certain cautions and a realistic view of what art critical dia-

logue can and cannot accomplish. The CAD gives access to a particular

type of art knowledge which, of necessity, is a limitaQ view of art.

:4G
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However, art criticism instruction can be monitored Ex that the implicit

elitism of learning an elaborated language code and the separation of art

criticism from life experiences can be minimized. Toward those ends, two

provisos for art criticism instruction are proposed. (1) All types of

art forms need to be the subject of art criticism dialogues--fine, popular,

folk, commercial, environmental, etc. This does not mean that one only

starts, for example, with popular art forms for the purpose of initiating

interest and then subtly moves toward an appreciation of fine art. Rather,

in the spirit of Gans (1974), who has proposed that all aesthetic taste

cultures have validity, the art teacher needs to consider the study of non-

fine art forms as both a valid means and a valid goal of art criticism.

(2) The self-referent and formalistic character of much art criticism

needs to be tempered by the inclusion of socio-cultural and environmental

considerations. The evaluative component of art criticism.should be

based, not solely on aesthetic criteria, but also on the functional uses

and social consequences that are part of the ongoing experience of art.

The historical sources of the CAD and its value system are to be

found in Western modernity. As such, the characteristics, inconsistencies,

and paradoxes discussed in this paper appear to be endemic to the Culture

of Aesthetic Discourse. Art educators, however, as members of the New

Class, can problematize the very value system of which they are a part.

This is the power of reflexive, critical discourse; it may also be the

ultimate value of including art criticism in the curriculum.

a?
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AD! REVISITED

Jack A. Hobbs

In case you may have forgotten: AIM is the acronym for Art in the

Mainstveam, a statement of "value and commitment", authored by Edmun

Burke Feldman. AIM first appeared in the March '82 issue of Art Education

and than again in the September issue where it was the subject of a "mini

issue."

According to AIM, art means three things: work, language, and values.

Americans need to relearn the value of work, and art is the best way to do

this. Visual imagery is a type of language, and, like any language, it

needs to be learned. Finally, art and values are virtually identical; art

education, therefore, is the same as values education.

In case you may also have forgotten: Feldman used to be president

of the NAEA. Therefore AIX had *he staeus of being a semi-official posi-

tion of the whole organization. This is probably why it received so much

attention. First, it was reviewed editorially and analyzed by 4everal au-

thors in the mini issue, the most interesting pieces being by Ralph Smith

(Feldman's "loyal opposition") and Feldman himself (responding to Smith).

Second, it wan the subject of at least two panels, including one that I

served on, in the Detroit conference last March.

Mainly, in this article I want to reflect on ALA, especially its im-

plications. But before that-I am going to talk around' the subject.

Our field, more than any that I know of, is afflicted by rhetorical

overload. One reason perhaps is because it is an educational field and,

like all of education, art education is perennially on the defensive. De-

fending oneself often required heroic feats of rhetoric. Another reason

is that our field is connected with art, a special world well known for

metaphysical explanations. Still another reason is the history of our
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field. Going back to the Lowenfeld era, or perhaps even to the Progressive

Education period, Art Education has had a missionary frame of mind. The

first chapter of Creative and Mental Growth by Lowenfeld reminds me of an

espitle by St. Paul. Both are fervent, ideological, and charismatic. Like

Paul, Lowenfeld used bold language, reprimanded sinners (i.e. teachers or

parents who interfered with the child's naturd development), exhorted the

faithful (i.e. art teachers), and, most importantly, won converts. Paul

and the evangelists envisioned the Kingdom of Heaven on earth, Lowenfeld

and his followers envisioned a utopia of creativity and self-expression.

Today, though there is still a lot of it around, creativity/self-

expression utopianism no longer dominates the field. Lowenfeld's following

has been extended, modified or repudiated by a number of new ideologies

(and ideologists). The listing below is certainly not exhaustive (its

range being limited by the author's own limited knowledge) but it will give

some idea of the diversity of thinking that exists in art education today:

1) phenomenologists: steeped in the philosophical writings of Husserl

and Merleau-Ponty, these people are usually just as utopian as Lowenfeld

but ten times harder to read. Also, not beinc, as committed to creativity

as Lowenfeld, phenomenologists are apt to have children explore the sub-

jective and objective aspects of experience by looking at rather than

making art.

2) brain-hemisphere theorists: these advocates struggle heroically

to find a physiological justification for art. Like Lowenfeld,-,brain theor-

ists seek to demonstrate that art in school is necessary for the whole

child, but their theories are based in medical science rather than psy-

chology.

3). aesthetic educators: unlike the rest, these people are generally
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more interested in cognition than in personality growth or mental health.

To them art is a subject to be mastered rather than a developmental pro-

cess but they divide over just what that subject is.

4).Marxists: steeped in Marxist art criticism these people are just

as intellectual (and hard to understand) as the phenomenologists. Po-

tentially, they could become the left-wing activists--the new missionaries--

of the field. All they-nded is a program.

As can be seen even in this incomplete list, the intellectual side of

art education today is pluralistic. Moreover, after close study, it be-

comes apparent that the pluralism has to do with goals and fundamental pre-

mises, not just approaches or methods. In other words, art education lacks

a philosophical center. Conflicting positions of this nature tend to cancel

out one another making all positions--good or bad--incoherent.

If in the 50s there was the problem of rhetorical overload it was at

least confined to one channel--a belief in the value of creativity/self

expression. Now the overload flows through many channels. The result, of

course, is rhetorical chaos, a state of entropy in which workable solu-

tions are indistinguishable from nonsense.

Getting back to Ain: I recognize that the statement, as it appears in

the Journal, is far too simplified to be a complete philosophical position,

let alone a program. But, allowing for its journalistic brevity, I per-

sonally approve of AIM as a position (for reasons that I shall explain lat-

er). I would like to see it adopted de facto by the field as well as de

jure. However, I'm only one art educator and my opinion probably repre-

sents the minority. If / were a phenomenologist I would reject AIM be-

cause, as an art program, it does not sutLiciently provide for the exper-
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iential realities of the child; it stresses the cognitive at the expense

of the child's affective life. If I were a brain theorist I would agree

in part with the phenomenologist but would express my position in medical

language claiming that the AIM program favors the left hemisphere and

slights the right. If.I were a Marxist I would probably condemn AIM as a

toll of a conservative educational establishment which in turn is a tool

of an essentially corrupt, capitalistic society. I would use the language

of political=economist rather than that of the existentialist or neuro-

surgeon. If I were an aesthetic educator I would be more prone to accept

AIM, but, like Ralph Smith (who is an aesthetic educator), question its em-

phasis on work and language and the lack of mention of the aesthetic ex-

perience as a major, if not the sole, justification for art in the schools.

Furthermore, aesthetic educators are divided over just what kinds of art

examples should be used in the classroom, i.e., fine art or popular art;

AIM is not clear about this issue. Finally, if I were a neo-Lowenfeldian

I would condemn AIM as a heresy, a throwback to the picture-study era, if

not worse.

Meanwhile, many art educators do not belong in any of the above, ar

any other philosophical camp. I'm thinking of those in elementary or sec-

ondary education who, generally, lack the inclination or time to be very

interested in philosophy. What is their reaction to AIM? I don't know.

I don't believe anyone has taken a poll. But my guess is that of those

who have read AIM most probably agree with it. Why? Because they tend to

agree with any rhetoric that sounds good. Feldman's writing is good, it's

also captivating, almost seduc:ive. Moreover, because of the rhetorical

overload, substance no longer matters. Thus AIM elicits agreiement because
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of its putative sincerity, its tone Of advocacy, its charm, but not necessar-

ily because of what it really means, especially for the practice of art

education.

What does ALI mean? Negatively: it means putting aside utopian

rhetoric, past or present, about how art in the schools will make born-

again, creative, right hemispheric children uf light. It means abandoning

mental health, emotional growth, and personality development as being pri-

mary foci and goals of art education. In terms of practice it means much

less studio activity in the classroom, in particular, no more studio activity

designed to produce instantaneous, satisfying, ego-gratifying results.

Positively, it means adopting visual l_teracy as a main goal of art education.

In terms of practice this means much more discourse about art. Let me be

clear: discussion and oral reporting in class and written assignments out

of class. All in all A=4. means much greater emphasis on the serious aspects

of art and much less on fun as an end in itself.

AIK, if we take it seriously, is calling for a radical overhaul of the

field--from elementary to higher education. How many art teachers today

can talk intelligently about art? How many have had a thorough grounding

in art history or art criticism? You know the answers. Such things have

not been stressed in art-teacher education for at least a half century.

Therefore, the main flaw of AIM, as a semi-official document, is its

failure to account for the chasm between what it calls for and what actual-

ly exists in the field. Indeed throughout the piece Feldman uses the present

tense and the indicative verb mood as if the things the statement calls

for actually exist. "In art class," he says, "we study visual images...

art education stimulates language--spoken and written--about visual images...

As art teachers we work continuously on the development of critical skills....



we study the art of many lands and people..." (my italics). Needless to

say, these sentences are inaccurate and misleading. Better that Feldman

had used the subjunctive mood and "should" verbs, e.g., "In art class we

should study images," etc.

In the final analysis, my feelings about AIM are mixed. I support it

wholeheartedly as a manifesto for a new direction in art education. But

I question its status as an official pronouncement uttered by a national

president of what the field is presently standing for. I think it expects

too much in this regard. I fear that, as a position, it is more isolated

than it sounds or than its reviewers in the September '82 Journal acknow-

ledge. Worse, I fear that its message is not fully comprehended by those

who should react and respond to it.
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ART EDUCATION AND THE SOCIAL USE OF METAPHOR

Nancy R. Johnson

Marshall University

Human beings are greatly dependent upon social knowledge as a basis

for directing their actions in the world and interpreting the actions of

others. The dominant quality of social knowledge, or culture, is that it

is symbolic. Consider the concept of culture offered by anthropologist

Clifford Geer=

(Culture) denotes a historically transmitted pattern of

meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions

expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men communicate,

perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes

toward life. (1973, p. 89)

In his discussion of the epistemological underpinnings of sociologi-

cal theory, Richard Brown (1977) proposes that all knowledge is perspec-

tival in that it is construed from some point of view, t4hat we know is

configured in symbolic forms. Brown argues that knowledge is basically

metaphoric. "Metaphors are our principal instruments for integrating

diverse phenomena and viewpoints without destroying their differences"

(Brown, 1977, p. 79;

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) also support the cognitive status of meta-

phor. They maintain that the conceptual system human beiags use for think-

ing and acting "is fundamentally metaphoric in nature" (p. 3). Lakoff

and Johnson show that concepts that are referentially based in natural

encounters are used in what Victor Turner (1967) calls a condensed or

multivocal form. In this way, it becomes possible to create new and more

4.1
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gymbolically complex meanings for human experience. Within this context,

Susan Ervin-Tripp (1976) notes that a feature of languages is polysemy

or multiple meanings. Such diversity allows for "leakages" in meaning and

opens the way for metaphorical extension. Ervin-Tripp offers the example

of the same person who can be correctly addressed by the following: Mommy,

Aunt Louise, Sis, Lou, Dr. Leland, Grandma, and Mxs. Jamison. Lakoff

and Johnson use the example of ideas are food. They offer:

All this paper has in it are raw facts, half-baked ideas,

and warmed-over theories...That argument smells fishy...

that's food for thought...This is the meaty part of the

paper. (1980, pp. 46-47)

Consequently, social knowledge or culture can be seen to be replete with

metaphor. The cognitive status of metaphor is significant in the con-

figuration of concepts in a society. This can be seen on a broader scale

in the work of two symbolic anthropologists, Victor Turner (1967) and

Christopher Crocker (1977).

Turner illustrates quite well how knowledge and thought are shaped

with conceptual metaphors. The colors white, red, and black are dominant

symbols in the life of the Ndembu in Africa. The meanings given to this

color triad are muitivocal. There are twenty-three known meanings for

white. It can stand for goodness, making strong or healthy, pue.ty, life,

chieftanship or authority, generosity, to laugh, or to eat. Red things

are of blood or red clay. There are seven known categories of blood of

which some are: the blood of animals which stands for huntsmanship or

meat, the blood of all women as a sign of life or fertility, and red things

having power, that is, life blood. Blackness has eight known meanings which
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include: evil, suffering, death, or night.

Crocker reports that the Bororo men in Central Brazil say, "Ve are

red macaws." This assertion is a condensation of many complex meanings

about human beings and the mature of the world. In Bororo society, macaws

are highly domesticated, and owned and taken care of mostly by women. The

macaws serve as sources of feathers for ritual objects and are one of

the few items of personal property that are given to heirs. Macaws are

perceived as beautiful and are thought to be a manifestation of aroe or

spirit. One oh: the many meanings of aroe refers to the immortal spirit of

all creatures. Spirits enjoy a diet of vegetable products like nuts,

fruits, or corn as do macaws. The activities of spirits are ascribed to

the phenomenon of variegated color which describes the appearance of a

m4caw. Upon death, the soul as spirit undergoes several metamorphoses of

which one is to take the form of a macaw. The shared attributes of spirits

and macaws are the basis for generating songs, myths, and stories.

Crocker states that these views on macaws reflect the place of men

in Bororo society. A man traces his lineage through women and lives in

his wife's house. Yet, it is in the company of malris only, that spirits

congregate. It is men, and not women, who have direct contact with spir-

its. Both men and macaws have transactions with spirits and represent

them. In actuality, the relationships I have described are much more com-

plex. However, even in the simple form presented here, it is possible to

see that conceptual metaphors are socially significant.

THE SOCIAL USE OF METAPHOR IN ART EDUCATION

Metaphors are pervasive in the conduct of human affairs. They con-

figure our theories, carry our ideologies, and structure cur interpre-

tations of each other. Supply-side economics, Reaganomics, and the drama

4.3
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of the Queen of EPA, Anne Burford, which ends with loyalty to her man, are

powerful and sobering figures of speech for us all.

Nonetheless powerful are the ways in which we configure and express

our professional conceptions of art education. We speak of child art,

aesthetic literacy, art therapy, or artistic development. We develop

commitments to these congitive symbols and orient our behavior to them.

We also quite often forget that the symbols are human creations and turn

them into things bearing all the attributes of natural phenomena. These

commitments can be very strong, for it is possible to lose one's repu-

tation in art education because one might not have been supportive of aes-

thetic education, creative self-expression, or correlated art.

Clements (1982) notes that writings about art education have utilized

such conceptual categories as love, play, law, or religion for referents

to be used metaphorically to describe our experiences in art. Carlisle

(1982) has pointed out seven root metaphors frequently encountered in arts

disciplines. These are: (1) the mind as a problem-solving machine, (2)

creativity as a divine flame, (3) mind as a blank slate, (4) artist as

genetic accident, (5) arts as molecular structures, (6) the emotions as

volatile matter, and (7) ignorance as disease, education as treatment.

She notes that all of these conceptions have implications that bear inves-

tigation before adopting any one of them.

My purposes, here, are to examine some of the symbolic and social

aspects of three approaches to art education. Two of these have been

the mainstream of art education thought: the creative and mental growth
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orientation of Viktor Lowenfeld (1957) and aesthetic education from the

perspective of Stanley Madeja and Sheila Onuska (1977) of the CEMREL pro-

gram developed for national dissemination. The third approach is emergent

in the AIM statement of Edmund Feldman (1982). All three of these per-

spectives have endeavored to place art in a central position ia rhEl school

curriculum. Lowenfeld recommended the creative process as the base for

all learning. The CEMREL program offered aesthetics as an umbrella con-

cept for study of all of the arts. Such an idea is comparable to the def-

inition of other subjects as language arts or social studies. Feldman

suggests that we give form to our conception of art through the medium of

basic goals in education. Each of these approaches or professional images

in art education allows us an opportunity to view the practice of art

education from a different socially relevant symbolic perspective. Each

view is built upon key metaphors containing several cultural assumptions

about art and education.

CREATIVE AND MENTAL GROWTH

Lowenfeld's key metaphor is the child as creator. This concept is

multivocal and brings together several meanings for interpreting our pro-

fessional activities. Lowenfeld said;

Art on all levels is an expression of the human spirit.

It expresses the relation of the artist to humself and

his environment; thus it expresses the experience of

the creator with the thing and never the thing itself.

Therefore it can only be understood and appreciated if

we identify ourselves with the creator. (1957, pp. 32-33)

Lowenfeld develops this basic premise in a number of ways shown in

the following summary. The art educator is to make people more sensi-
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Ave to themselves and their environment. Art is a means to an end and

not an end in itself. The independent creation of one's own concepts a-

bout one's self and the surrounding world are of greatest value. The

individual and his or her creative potential is to be placed above sub-

ject matter. The "deeply rooted creative impulse" of human beings leads

to the growth of confidence if it is not thwarted by interferences from

civilization. For example, Eskimo children and persons who live in remote

areas exhibit the beauty and clality of natural expression and thus con-

fidence. Of particular concern is the influence of repetitive stereotyped

images found inthe child's environment which when used in art lead the

child away from personal expression to imitation. In this way, one can

become Aependent upon the thinking of others and court insincerity. Inter-

ferences and imitation are also visible in complex and more highly dev-

eloped forms of art. The inner spirit of the creator becomes hidden under

a facade of style. The truth of art education is freedom of expression

and self-identification. This is accomplished though a great variety of

direct experiences in sensing and perceiving. In art education we should

not emphasize handling the material or medium, "but the human spirit

which transcends the material into expression" (Lowenfeld, 1957, p. 32).

For Lowenfeld, the child is creator, spirit, and an individual.

The child is natural, sincere, and self-confident. Art is a means; it is

creation, expression, and activity. His conception of art education is

replete with patterns of social thought popularized during the Romantic

Movement in Germany (Hauser, 1951). In view of Lowenfeld's emphasis on

forming one's own thought and not borrowing that of others, it is some-

what ironic that his thinking utilizes socially available ways of conceptu-
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alizing art experience. If we adopt Lowenfeld's viewpoint, what are some

of the cultural assumptions we would be obliged to accept?

We would be supporting an extre4ely subjective view of the artist

in which one's own feelings are followed and the rules established by tra-

dition are repudiated. We would hold that all systems are obstructions

to truth. We would value openness and change, and disparage the clear-cut

and definite. We would deny the status of knowledge to anything that was

not experienced directly. As such, we would probably not spend much time

showing children the work of artists, past or present, nor would we tell

them anything about styles or techniques and conventions in representation.

Traditional techniques and forms of art expression would be rejected in

favor of letting each person create the accumulated wisdom of the human

race from his or her own personal resources. The net effect would be to

extinguish the social origin and context of what has come to be called art.

Certainly, there would be no art criticism because there would be no way

to develop any criteria to share with anyone beyond one's own personal

reactions to art work.

THE CEMREL AESTHETIC EDUCATION PROGRAM

There is no key metaphor in the CEMREL point of view unless one

wishes to use the term aesthetic education itself. Instead, there are

several conceptions about the arts that are juxtaposed tv one another. One

of these is that learning and knowledge are acquired through the senses.

Sensory experience is the base from which concepts are developed. Other

conceptions are: aesthetic experience refers to those moments when beauty

is recognized in our natural environment, and aesthetic refers to order,

form, and beauty. Further, in aesthetic education, one perceives, judges,
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and values the form and content of the artist's experience. To create or

encounter an art work, one utilizes the language of art, that is, the ele-

ments of design and engages in creative problem-solving to achieve a per-

sonal point of view which is valued intrinsically. Whereas Lowenfeld's

conceptualization of art education was consistent in theme for the most

part, the CEMREL conception of aesthetic education is thematically somewhat

irregular. Indeed, there is some cognitive discomfort in relating the idea

of creative problem-solving with the idea of moments when beauty is recn-

nized. In aesthetic education, many disparate perspectives on the p4enom-

enon of art are brought together under one conceptual umbrella. The CEMREL

view, however, is perhaps more representative of current art education

thinking (Dorn, 1977).

The Aesthetic Education Program Curriculum is likewise eclectic. It

focuses on aesthetics in relationship to the physical world, the arts ele-

ments, the creative process, the artist, the culture, and the environment.

Aesthetic education also includes all of the arts: music, visual arts,

dance, and theater. As stated by Madeja and Onuska, aesthetic education

designated that area of the curriculum where children have "the chance to

learn how to experience, judge, and value the aesthetic in their lives"

(1977, p. 5).

The CEMREL view is indebted, in part, of the nineteenth century

aesthetic movement which valued sensual experience, a contemplative atti-

tude, pure form, and art as the justification for life (Hauser, 1951).

There is also an intellectual debt to the work of Pestalozzi (Gutek, 1968).

Pestalozzi advocated direct experience and sense impression as the basic
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and work. To work is to commit one's time, to be involved, to cake pleasure

in the results of one's efforts. This idea about art has become hidden be-

hind the concept of work as an activity that is self-alienating. With

the advent of the machine and mass production, many of us only experience work

in this way on weekends when we can choose and define our own labors. For

some persons, the visual arts are still thought of as honest labor while

for others, the visual arts area form of play to be juxtaposed to work that

is alienating to the self. The idea of art as play, however, cannot com-

mand the respect that art as work can among decision-makers in schools in

a time of limited resources. Furthermore, as Feldman is aware, the claim

that art is work has a longer history in the art world than our current con-

ception of it as some sort of play activity.

Art as a visual language is a more modern idea derived from formalism.

This idea, rooted in art history, provides the perspective that works of art

require interpretation and understanding in order to achieve meaning; they

must be read. In past societies, where literacy was not so universal, per-

haps being able to interpret the visual phenomena in painting, sculpture,

and architecture was a more honored skill than it is today. Thera is also

the modern idea that the artist makes visual statements as opposed to render-

ing nature. These idaas are replete with metaphor.

A time honored cultural assumption is that art reflects the values and

aspirations of a society. The greatest societies have the greatest art. No-

ble values are embedded in noble visions. While there may be some truth

to such a view, it must be treated with caution. One needs to remember that

the pyramids were created with the labor of slaves, the Greeks were rather

bellicose, and the Renaissance was also a time of persecution and stake-
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burning. Events of this sort were not necessarily recorded by visual means

for public consumption. How many slaves, prisoners, and dissenters are

known to us through art? Yet, these, too, are values and aspirations.

SUMMARY

In sum, our conceptualizations about art education are dependent upon

historical and socially-based patterns of meaning configured by metaphor.
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EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND SOCIAL 1RANSFICURATION

Lanny Milbrandt

Many art teachers in the public schools are in a seemingly constant

struggle to legitimize their programs in the eyes of school administrators,

the public, and their students. These art teachers; our colleagues, often

find themselves in the uncomfortable position of having to react to edu-

cational policy that may negatively impact upon the art programs of their

school district or state.

In such a scenario we cannot assume that educational policy is con-

structed with sophistication and input from all quarters that might be af-

fected by those decisions; on the contrary, policy may be made with little

heed given to the potentials of art education to enhance our society. Per-

haps 10-15% of our students in high school are enrolled in art classes, a

situation that produces an adult society whose acquaintance with the visual

arts occurred in the form of a mandatory dose of art at the seventh or

eighth grade level; a society best described as naive rather than sophis-

ticated in its ability to secure or express meaning in the visual arts.

These then are characteristics of import when one considers who forms edu-

cational policy and with what understanding it is formed.

It is not the purpose of this paper to treat at great length the value

of art education for our youth; I would remark however that human potential

for learning seems to be governed by two significant factors: what our nat-

ural endowments equip us with and what our culture provides in the way of

opportunities to actualize those endow- nts. Our schools are a very great

part of the cultural opportunities provided our citizens as they mature.
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The schools are ostens zly the seat of learning, the agency charged with

encouraging human potentials to become functional for the benefit of our

society.

The schools and their curricular offerings, patterns of course selec-

tion, patterns of student characteristics for those enrolled in art and

other subjects all seem to suggest that art is held in low esteem by the

general public as well as by sub-populations of parents, administrators,

and students. We also understand that human beings are multi-dimensional

in their abilities. We have theisbility to read, to write, to compute, to

know art and biology and many other forms of knowledge. A restrictive

understanding of human potential would disallow the broad possibilities for

human development; a restrictive curriculum says, in effect; we will nourish

and enable learning in soma content areas and ignore others. Those content

areas, components of mind if you will, that are not afforded opportunities

for growth will wither, not become actualized and result in a debasemeo.t

of human potential--a waste of human resources resulting in continuing gen-

erations of citizens naive where sophistication could have occurred. This

then is the legacy of ill-formed educational policy. Are there opportuni-

ties to initiate strategies for change that would enable policy cognizant

of the potentials of art education? Although a litany of strategies to

affect policy could be listed here, I will identify one that seems to hold

some promise.
1

Perhaps the greatest long term effects for managing educational decision

making will come as art teachers begin to acknowledge the problem and look

for opportunities to enable responsive policy. Surely one area of investi-

gation should be the preparation of art teachers. New accreditation standards
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for art education in our colleges and universities must include a lemon-

strated involvement with policy management as an area of inquiry. Our

teachers must be familiar with purposes and strategies that will encourage

educational policy responsive to art education. The preparation of art

teachers must first of all be undertaken by those with credentials in art

education and who themselves are prepared to deal with policy issues. There

appears to be the need of a marriage between art education, and the admini-

strative or managerial expert.2

A cadre of socially committed, politically savvy art educators who

are not reluctant to inform and educate those in our society charged with

making educational decisions could be a powerful step toward insuring a so-

ciety whose people have the opportunity to realize a greater range of their

potentials. Educational policies and decisions that recognize the contri-

butions art education can make may indeed effect a social transfiguration.

FOOTNOTES

1. Two works that have appeared recently which provide information about

educational policy and strategies to enable enlightened decision making

are: Chapman, Laura H. Instant Art Instant Culture: The Unspoken

Policy For American Schools. N.Y.: Teachers College Press, 1982,

and Hatfield, Thomas A. An Art Teacher In Every School? A Political

Leadership Resource For Art Educators. Columbia S.C.: Whitehall Pub-

lishers, 1983.

2. For an example of new accreditation standards responsive to issues voiced

here see Regulations For Certifying School Personnel And Accrediting

Institutions And Approving Programs Offering Teacher Education Kansas

State Department of Education, Topeka, Kansas, May 1983.
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SOCIAL THEORY AND SOCIAL PRACTICE

IN ART TEACHER EDUCATION

Dan Nadaner

Simon Fraser University

THEORY AND PRACTICE

The connection between theoretical and practical activities is not al-

ways direct. A sculptor friend of mine believes that elementary art educa-

tion should be practical in the most concrete, sensory way: children should

simply have the opportunity to touch things, explore things, and fully sense

their physical presence. It would be a mistake, in his view, to transfer a

discourse on symbol systems from the university art education seminar to a

third grade classroom. And I agree, for both philosophical and developmental

reasons. There is no harm, no loss of holistic integrity, for a teacher co

separate discttssions of symbol systems from exercises with clay, just as

reading and running can each be profitably experienced without being blended

together. But while there is not always an obvious application of theoreti-

cal discussion to artistic practice, there is a very important sense in

which the larger concepts of art education give meaning to even the most

manual and viscer4. practices. Theoretical models are useful for teachers

because they illuminate the relationships between art and the wider sphere

of human values. Feldman's (1970) thesis on the value of art criticism for

social understanding, or Giffhorn's (1978) critique of the lack of social val-

ue in North American art education, are examples of this kind of theoretical

discourse. They are useful because they specify both the goals of the art

program (e.g., social understanding rather than a conventional production of

art objects) and the types of activities that are likely to achieve those
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goals (e.g., art criticism or personally/socially meaningful painting, rather

than how-to approaches to arts and crafts). Theoretical discussions like

these also have a long-range value in that they encourage teachers to form

habits of thinking about the purpose and content of the art program.

OBSTACLES TO THEORY-PRACTICE RELATIONS

It is not difficult, then, to reaffirm the importance of some theore-

tical work as part of the art teacher's education. But the question of how

to effectively relate theory and practice for beginning art teachers remains

an unresolved problem. We know that in the most fundamental areas of art

education there is a wide gap between ideals and common practices, as Sherman

(1983) has demonstrated in the area of multi-cultural art education.

Various explanations have been attached to this phenomenon. It is ar-

gued that teachers prefer to identify with art, rather than with art education-

al discourse (Erickson, 1979); they do not have access to theoretical work, or

find it too unattractive or incomprehensible when they do (Degge, 1982); they

do not have sufficient academic background, or the time and resources for

extended academic study, to involve themselves with theoretical materials

(Nichols, 1981; Nadaner, 1983).

Philosopher of education Harry Broudy (1971) has argued that there are

intrinsic differences between educational theory and educational practice.

Educational theory is general, systematic, and interpretive, while the pra-

tice of teaching is particular, diverse, and applicative (Broudy, 1971;

Gisner, 1982). Any or all of these factors may effectively inhibit the

teacher's use of educational theory in classroom practice.

A socially critical theory of art education faces additional obstacles.

If, for example, I present a critical thesis about imagery in the media and
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ask teachers to take a critical look at MacDonald's; The A-Team, designer

jeans ads, and war movies, then I put them in the position of challenging

the dominant ideology of many schools, parents, and children. For many

student teachers, even those impressed by the logical force of our critical

discussions, this is an uncomfortable position to be in. The student teacher

is already grappling with the diverse practical demands of school schedules,

resources, curriculum, classroom "management", and the interests and problems

of thirty kids. Theory of any kind, it has been argued, will seem a dif-

ficult matter to attend to under these circumstances. And socially criti-

cal theory, which may seem to initiate further cognitive dissonance between

teacher and school, will be harder yet to assimilate.

FREIRE'S MODEL

If the many obstacles to the integration of social theory and practice

are to be overcome, it is clear that careful thought must be given to the

design of the art teacher's education. .a his work in creating literacy

education programs in Brazil, Paolo Freire dealt with the problem of how to

initiate a critical dialogue with a theoretically naive group of students. I

believe that the main tenents of Freire's educational program are useful for

socially concerned art educators as well.

It is essential for Freire (1974) that teacher and learner share an

attitude of love, hope, and mutual trust, and use this attitude as a basis

from which to undertake a critical search. Teacher education programs do

not often strive to insure critical attitudes. Even anthropological models

of observation often take an uncritical view of school practices. What

Freire suggests is that we make clear from the start our value orientation,
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our concern with the problems in school practice, and our interest in im-

proving thos ... practices through critical inquiry.

A second precondition of Freier's educational programs is that the

learner have her own knowledge of the concrete context. This would sug-

gest that sufficient time be allowed for student practica; that students be

given an opportunity to build up their own store of experiences; and that,

as an additional emphasis in teacher education, more attention be directed

to the further education of practicing teachers.

Freier's ideas imply, thirdly, that there is no harm in the students

seeking out their professors' "maximally-systematized" knowing. The sensi-

tive, dialogical teacher educator can be a great help in facilitating sur-

veys of ideas and readings, and overcoming the tyranny of conventional ideo-

logy. To do this in a dialogical manner is far different from simply impos-

ing a set of authoritative texts. The learnar moves from the concrete sit-

uation to the theoretical explanation, and then back to the concrete level

for practical experimentation, or (in Freire's terms) praxis.

Freire's ideas add texture and depth to our model of theory-practice

relations in teacher education. Freire's work addresses the problem of

authenticity squarely, by indicating that it is essential chat learners have

some first-hand knowledge of schools. Similarly, he indicates that the

teacher will play a role in insuring the adequacy of the student's theore-

tical investigations. But this role should not be confused with the trans-

ferring of concepts in a non-dialogical education. In the dialogical model,

the teacher's efforts are responsive to the student's experience; and thus

the teachcr's role, far from being obviated, becomes more flexible and at-

tentive.
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TWO CASE STUDIES

Two brief case studies illustrate a few of the ways in which student

teachers can relate social theory to personal experience, and emerge with a

more meaningful praxis in their art teaching.

Marie A. is a general classroom teacher seeking to deepen her background

in art teaching. A Native Canadian, she developed an interest in using the

concept of mental imagery to 1,1ok at the traditional story-telling of the

Lillooet people of British Columbia.

In our art education course, we discussed the concept of imagery with

reference both to mental imagery and media imagery. Marie expressed her

concern that children in her town were uncritically absorbed in the adventures

of Spiderman, E.T., and Bugs Bunny, and had too little opportunity to develop

an iniolvemant with the equally fascinating myths of their own culture.

Marie became interested in Richard DeMille's imagery exercises, (Put

Your Mother On the Ceiling, 1976) which are now quite popular as a method of

teaching drawing (McKim, 1972; Wilson and Wilson, 1982). Following a seminar

on DeMille's work, Maria wrote in a paper:

Telling stories is just like "putting your mother on the ceiling."

Telling stories in a comfortable atmosphere is important... Open

the windows for fresh air and turn off the fluorescent lights. I

told stories to kindergarten students during their rest period. I

told them about "gwenis" in Anderson Lake. Fifteen minutes of see-

ing blue lake, green mountains, Indian children, wet rocky shore,

white fluffy clouds, the big slimy, dark gwenis, the people, the vil-

lage, and the old man. All those subjects fall into place like a movie.-

Sy using concepts of imagery, Marie productively inquired into her own

practical experience, and then used that experience to elaborate further her

f!
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concepts of imagery in education. In her further readings she surveyed the

images of heroes available to Native children, and evaluated the relative

educational merits of traditional story images versus contemporary tele-

vision images.

A striking feature of Marie's experience is that she conducted her

observations retroactively; that is, she used her memory to look at practice,

and in fact revised her remembered teaching experiences on the basis of her

new conceptual awareness. The success with which she did this indicated that

we need not be too rigid in prescribing a time-sequence for theory-practice

relations in teacher education. A chance to make new observations will al-

ways be essential, of course; but reflection on previous experience, even in

our own childhood experiences, will also play its role, much as it does in

Freire's program. The key to the process is not the sequencing of obser-

vation and analysis, but the principle of dialogical interaction between au-

thentic experience and relevant conceptual material.

Judy W. is a painter/performance artist who is completing her secondary

teacher education program. At the outset of her studies in art education,

Judy shared my concern that there was a gap between the values of many school

art programs (reactionary, product-oriented) and the values of the contem-

porary artists that she found compelling (socially engaged, inventive, process-

oriented). Course readings such as Benjamin, J. Berger, Sontag, Giffhorn,

and Chapman set the stage for an exploration of alternative practices for

the secondary art curriculum.

Judy focuses on photography activities, and sought to infuse them with

an increased attention to the meaning of taking photographs and the meaning

of looking at photographs. She wrote:
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I ,am interested in using photographs, video, film and tape

recorders, using technology not to create what Giffhorn calls an

"aesthetic ghetto" but as a means of deconstructing the theology

of art, "Vert pour Vert" (W. Benjamin). This position entails

moving away from the production of unique objects toward direct

involvement with living communication ... I think teaching should

more often focus on questions such as "what is framed?" and "what

significance or meaning does it imply?" and not on the making

and production of aesthetic objects ... Before looking at photo-

graphs by Dorothea Large, Ben Shahn and Walker Evans, I would in-

vite students to look at their own mental pictures of "poverty" or

"love" and to write these on a blackboard ... Problem: Given your

mental pictues of "love", does Diane Arbus's photograph of a New

Jersey housewife with her baby macaque monkey named Sam consti-

tute a photograph of "love"? Why or why not? ... This exercise

could also be supplemented by a search for photographs that express

the student's experiences, their understanding of "love," "pleasure",

"poverty", "dream", "religion", etc.

Not all students will have the background in art that Judy has, or the

background in cultural studies that Marie has, but each is likely to have some

specific kind of experience that can be fruitfully manifested in the praxis of

teaching. With the guidance of theoretical inquiry, the mediating actions of

the art educator, and the commitment of students to a critical search, it

seems reasonable to expect that the social values articulated by critical

theory can be used to design activities for the art curriculum, and that the

practice of art teaching can thereby be improved significantly.

Pf;
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SUMMARY

It seems clear that art educators must think clearly about the design

of teacher education programs if social theory is to become social practice.

The obstacles to successful integration of theory and practice are many,

ranging from the logistics of engaging artist-teachers in theoretical stud-

ies, to the intrinsically different natures of theoretical and practical

activities. And it is difficult to guarantee that such amorphous quali-

ties as flexible dialogue, love, hope, and mutual trust can be made part

of a teacher education program, even when a deliberate effort is made to

do so.

But while the model of teacher education discussed here is problem-

atic to achieve, the reasons for working in this direction are compel-

ling and inescapable. We do not want the gap between practice and theory

to widen further; and we can not ethically close that gap except through

the authentic participation of student teachers. The pedagogical condi-

tions which can make this participation real are beginning to be identi-

fied; now is the time to make our practices live up to these pedagogical

insights.
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THE NATURE OF PHILOSOPHICAL CRITICISM

Ann L. Sherman

Nielsen (1981) challenges philosophers tc examine the nature of philo-

sophy. He criticizes them for adhering to 'philosophy for philosophy's' sake

and points out the non-neutrality of philosophy. Nielsen and other radical

philosophers ask: In what sense are the concepts and distinctions which

philosophers address 'ordinary'? What are the societal influences on the

formation of their discourse? What are the societal consequences of their

discourse? Can philosophy be conceived in such a way as to perform a crit-

ical service to society? and In what ways does or should philosophy inter-

face with other disciplines?

Taylor (1978) raises similar questions and argues that the concept of

'art' is detrimental to the furtherance of an equitab1e society:

What I am suggesting is that limited areas of the conceptual

system work adversely against people's interest. It is my conten-

tion that the concept of art and attendant concepts work in this

way (p.17).

In this paper I will: a) outline the arguments which radical philosophers

bring against mainstream philosophy; b) delineate their views on the nature

of philosophical criticism; and c) discuss Taylor's app1ica:2on of this

view to the concept of art. I will attempt to be descriptive in my state-

ment of their views. However, to the extent that I employ logic or conceptual

analysis, it should be understood that I am not, thereby, advocating that

these methodological approaches are or should form the nature of philosuphi-

cal criticism.
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The group of philosophers, who in 1972 formed the Radical Philosophy

Group and began publishing the journal of Radical Philosophy, are not uniform

in their beliefs and/or approaches. Yet, there are same common threads which

bind them together. These are the rejection of mainstream philosophers'

tendency to: a) assume that philosophy itself needs no justification; b)

view philosophy as neutral with respect to moral and practical issues; c) ob-

scure the ideological role of philosophy; d) uncritically subscribe to

scientism; e) uphold exclusive 'professionalism' and f) work in a socio-

historical vacuum. On the positive side, they are held together by a view

of philosophical criticism which encompasses: a) a committment to philosophy's

function as "a weapon of criticism in an attempt to raise consciousness--a

consciousness which will see the need for and the possibility of a socialist

future" (Nielsen, 1981, p. 88); b) addressing actual problems of people and

not solely problems of philosophers; c) a belief in the importance of teach-

ing philosophy to the non-specialist; d) attempting to gain a systematic view

of human reality 1.ather than a piecemeal one; e) unswerving committment to

examining the ideological role of philosophy; and f) avoiding the separation

of political convictions aad philosophical work. A central point of the rad-

ical philosophers is that philosophy necessarily serves some socio-political

ends and that choosing such ends, rather than having them dictated by others,

is a central responsibility of philosophers. Their arguments on this issue

tnvolve a distinction between 'objectivity' and 'neutrality'. As Nielsen

states:

It is objectivity and a respect for truth that is important not

neutrality. We should take to heart in this context C. Wright

Mill's remarks about his own study of the Marxists: "I have tried

to be objective, I do not claim to be detached" (1981, p. 86).
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Rather than proceeding with a description of what radical philosopher's

say about the nature of philosophical criticism. I will proceed to examine

the instances of this view in the work of Taylor (1978). This approach is,

itself, a crucial part of the rad4 philosopher's view of philosopnical

criticism. Not only is effort spent discussing the nature of philosophical

criticism suspect, the uncovering of the ideological function of an approach

and it's growth and change are more likely to ensue from observing the ways

in which it structures particular issues.

Taylor is aware that the utility of adding yet another volume to the

writings on art must be examined. Given his claim that "art and philosophy

are enemies of the people" (1978, p. 2), one might indeed challenge his grounds

for writing a book which focuses on these subjects. Taylor's justification

fs that he wishes to "arm the masses" against art and philosophy:

As things stand, the masses, somewhat shamefacedly, ignore art and

philosophy; I wish to stir up an arrogant awareness of and resistance

to these activities (1978, p. 2).

Taylor goes on to ask the reader, whom he hopes is the masses, to make

allowances for the style and vocabulary which have necessarily been ingrained

by his academic background. He stresses that he will try not to be condescend-

ing or affected in his writing. However, as I will argue later, Taylor's

superficial treatment of the concept of ar proves to be both.

It is the second chapter of Taylor's book which focuses upon examining

the concept of art. Chapter three is intended specifically for those in-

terested in how his view fits with Marxist views of art and chapter four

is limited to examining art and jazz. Taylor begins chapter two, "Correcting

Mistaken Ideas About Art and Culture", by stressing that our tastes in and
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definitions of art are influenced by non-art related factors. He makes an

analogy with the factors chat have influenced our taste in and view of bread:

We might compare, here, the way in which something becomes established

as a work of art, or the way someone becomes established as a great

artist, or great critic, with the way in which a commercial product

establishes itself as successful. For instance, the pre-packed,

sliced loaf which we all eat would generally be accounted inferior

to the cottage industry-type load, which these days is generally not

available. The modern loaf has replaced the apparently more desired,

older loaf, not on the basis of its acknowledged superiority as bread,

but as the result of various other social factors, including highly

competitive pricing, superior distribution services, the thinness of

slices and the economy therein, the addition of preservatives to

avoid staleness, etc..(1978, pp. 31-2).

This analogy echoes Dickie's (1968) institutional view of art and, similarily,

leaves the issue of how the concept of art originally came into existence un-

answered. Yet, before proceeding to examining the history of the concept of

art, Taylor stops to make another point. He invokes a hypothetical which is

aimed at showing the futility of trying to counter an elitest concept of art

with a concept of revolutionary or mass art. His claim is that the concept

art, itself, is the culprit.

Taylor asks the reader to imagine a future group attempting to discover

why the rwentieth century upper class seemed unable to grasp the concept of

art. This group might propose that, because of certain class experiences,

the upper class was prevented from understanding the true definition of art.

(The reverse arguement is, or course, often used to 'explain' difficulties

which the lower class have in understanding art). At this point, Taylor
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remarks that, although this hypothetical does bring out the social influences

on the concept of art, it also promotes the mistaken view that all cultures

will arrive at some definition of art. The underlying assumption is that

art picks out some aspect of human activity which all cultures would delineate.

Taylor rejects this view and argues that art is a historical concept which

has certain socio-economic functions but which does not refer to some essential

human activity. He criticizes Marx and his followers for not recognizing this

point and for treating art differently than they treat concepts such as re-

ligion, the State and Law:

To understand the State, for Marx, one has to follow the story of

its development. When we turn to Marx's treatment of art the

historical method, he uses elsewhere, disappears. Art is, for Marx,

some fundamental human dimension. This committment to art, as some-

thing basic and universal, leads Marx to positions at odds with the

facts (1978, p.35).

Taylor's account of the 'facts' which counter the universality of art are,

by his own admittance, sparse.

Taylor begins his historical analysis by citing Kristeller (1951; 1952)

in support of the view that "it is only in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries that the modern system of the arts emerges" (Taylor, 1978, p.39).

Taylor recognizes that making this claim solely on the basis of Kristeller's

history of ideas is problematic in that what people say about a particular

time period may be a variance with what actually happened. tie cites as cross-

checks archeological support for the absence of art galleries and educational

institutions which separated the arts and sciences as we know them. Unfor-

tunately, this is the extent of his cross-checking and he does not cite

sources for those cross-checks which he does include.
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From this brief. analysis, Taylor claims that, with respect to the concept

of art, there is a historical divide around the seventeenth century. He

suggests that this divide can be explained in terms of the growing dominance

of the bourgeoise and the concommitant rise of science. Taylor's thesis is .

that art was a form of life circumscribed by the aristocracy in order to

maintain their separation from and superiority over the emerging bourgeoise

who had transformed those activities now labeled 'scientific'. Through

the use of the concept of art, the aristocracy elevated certain activities

of the old form of life which had not yet been transformed by tbe bourgeoice.

Furthermore, these activities were put forth as communicative of truth by

which was meant the reinforcing of the old cosmological and social order.

The bourgeoise reacted to this by developing a view of art as evoking pleas-

ure and as a matter of taste. However, as they rose to power, this vague

and rather democratic view of art gave way to theories of art which would

maintair their own class position. Taylor views all subsequent aesthetic

theories as attempts to rationalize the bourgeoise's changing needs for

the category of art.

Although Taylor's interpretation of the development of the concept of

art may be useful for sensitizing us to the function of aesthetic theories,

the basis for his interpretations are not adequately supported. He makes his

interpretations on the basis of a few references to Hauser (1962) with no

other supporting information. His two 'anthropological' examples do not alter

this situation. They do suggest that other cultures may not subscribe to the

view ofart as museum contemplation, however, cultural activity which con-

forms to other definitions of art are unaccounted for. Taylor's failure to

give an indepth historical account of the variety of views of art which have

been advanced leaves the reader without the needed 'weapons' to counter
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those who wish to continue claiming art as a universal human need. Given

that Taylor could adequately prove that the concept of art is a category

with does not access any human need but is solely used for perpetuating class

distinctions and forms of life, we are still left with the possibility that

activities which have mistakenly been grouped under this concept may desig-

nate certain human essentials. For example, we might admit that the pro-

duction of visual symbols which communicated feelings should not be classi-

fied as 'art' and, yet, argue that this activity is an essential part of hu-

man culture.

At this point, Taylor might reply that, although this may be true, he

is solely concerned with pointing out the function of the concept of art.

Yet, by ignoring the particulars of the experiences detrimentaly labeled as

'art', we run the danger of throwing the baby out with the bath water. Fur-

thermore, a failure to cover this material reflects a conaescending attitude

towards the masses. Not only is Taylor condescending in his assumption

that the scanty historical information which he provides will suffice to con-

vince the masses of his interpretation, he is also condescending in his assump-

tion that the masses have accepted the concept of art solely because they are

intimidated by it. 1 suspect that the process is much more complicated

than this and revolves, in part, around the fact that aspects of aesthetic theor-

ies do address essential human needs. At any rate, by not addressing such

issues, Taylor provides them with no information for arming them for or

against those who will point out the intricacies of the concepts that are

involved in discussions about so-called art activities. To assume that the

masses will be satisfies with an "arrogant awareness" is to fail to give

them credit as rational human beings.
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How, then, does Taylor's work measure up to the criteria outlined by

Nielsen and other radical philosopher'.,: Clearly Taylor seems committed to

examining actual problems of people and to raising consciousness. However,

his understanding of these actual problems appears to need revision. More

importantly, Taylor has wandered from a number of the committments which the

radical philosopher's stress. For example, he does not provide a systematic

view which places the history of the concept of art within a system of other

conceptual development nor does he adequately rely upon information from

history, sociology, anthropology, psychology, and so forth. In addition, he

does not address or acknowledge the kind of society which he is committed to

bringing about. Perhaps this concentration on critique rather than develop-

ment is at the root of his failure to address potential issues of human

need which may have arisen out of the, admittedly detrimental, focus on 'art'.

In sum, Taylor's work does not live un to the standards proposed by the

radical philosopher's. Yet, it is a step in that direction--a direction

which art educators have yet to explore.
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THE HUMANISM OF HERBERT READI

Charles G. Wieder

Appalachian State University

As readers of the Social Theory Caucus Bulletin, you are probably,

by and large, more familiar with Herbert Read's views on art education

than others in our field. One would expect that you are also generally

more sympathetic with his theoretical orientation as well as more aware

of the relevance of his work to current educational concerns. This essay

will focus on ,he historical basis of Read's moral ideas, and their impli-

cations for the work that lies ahead for this group of socially concerned

art educators.

To all those who have followed the establishment of the Social Theory

Caucus, it is safe to say that the group is founded upon humanist val-

ues. As the title of this t.(3say implies, Read's work is thought to rep-

resent a distinct form of humanism. It is this alternative conception of

humanism that I will endeavor to establish in the hope of indicating its

pertinence to current social issues bearing upon art education. In so

doing I hope to support the contention that the commonly held view of what

it is to be a liberal humanist is tragically flawed.

Far more radical than Lowenfeld, his contemporary, Read was an un-

compromising individualist and romantic. Yet, for all his romanticism, he

was nonetheless rational; and for all his individualism he was no less

compassionate. Since to some this composit of traits may seem paradoxi-

cal, explanation is in order. In referring to Read as a romantic I do

not mean merely that he subscribed to philosophical idealism, but more

essentially that he held the deepest confidence in the human potential for

0.1
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competent, meaningful, and ethical existence, as well as a firm belief

in human volition and self-determination. And by the term individualist,

reference is to Read's appreciation of personal and cultural diversity

coupled with a commitment to self-ownership and self-expression.

What of this view of humanism being attributed to Read? Is it one

that is commonly held, even among self-proclaimed humanists? I dare say

that most of those associating
themselves with the Social Theory Caucus

would not describe their ideological
affiliations in quite this way. Prob-

ably, most would prefer to describe themselves as more or less liberal-

minded politically and philosophically. Hence, some readers may now right-

fully be asking if individualism is at the core of true humanism. Could

it be that Sir Herbert was mistaken? Am I?

This very question of the relationship of humanism and individualism

was recently raised quite succinctly by the British humanist philosopher

Anthony Flew in a review of Henri Lapage's Tomorrow, Capitalism. (Free

Inquiry, Sp., 1983) "Most American humanists," Flew writes "(are) liberal,

just as most British humanists are...socialist(s)."
The idea of an indi-

vidualist-humanist, also committed to capitalism, was to him unheard of at

the very least. As a result of his reading of Lepage, though, Flew's hum-

anism had come to be refined, and by his own admission he was let to re-

onsider what it is that humanism stands for. Likewise, I will be urging

you to challenge conventional
orthodoxy and ask if today's brand of socialist-

liberalism is the best or the only form that humanism should take.

Despite the appearance of Humanist Manifesto I in 1933, Humanist Mani-

fest II in 1973, and A Secular Humanist Declaration in 1980 (Kurtz), an-

swers to the questions posed above are far from decided. In fact, the



Kurtz statement, though endorsed by fifty-eight "leaders of (humanist)

thought," has come under more heavy fire from proponents than detractors.

At the last count, there were those individuals brazen enough to admit

to being secular humanists, as well as those calling themselves rational

humanists, in addition to ethical humanists, social democrats, and free-

thinkers, among other brands proclaiming their allegiances to more or

less the same cause (Lamont, 1977, pp. 19-29). Even within the ranks of

these various and often diverse factions there appears to be more than

occasional dissonance. Yet, odd as it may sound to the uninitiated, there

is surprising acceptance of this devisive state of affairs, an understand-

ing that comes from the recognition of the value that humanism places on

independence of thought, critical judgment, open discussion, and diversity

of opinion. Still, even with this agreement to disagree and to work toward

mutual goals amidst the disarray, let me hasten to add that there appears

to be far more than necessary amounts of counterproductive consternation

within the ranks. One's broadmindedness--as well as one's commitment--

is indeed tested by keeping company with both B. F. Skinner and Abraham

Maslow: the id and the ego seem more compatible bedfellows than the no-

tions of behaviorism and self-actualization.

To keep from suffering utter despair, a historical perspective is

advised. Studying the course of civilization one finds that humanism, as

an idea of a way of life, offered not only a novel conception of mankind

but also one which is still vary much in the process of defining itself.
2

To further complicate matters, schoois of thought commonly associated with

the humanist social-political frame of mind, such as liberalism, have

come to represent such diverse outlooks that these terms have lost much of
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their power to define let alone to call to action.

In all of this--the novelty of the idea of humanism combined with the

innter uncertainty of its meaning--it is not at all difficult to lose sight of

the shared concerns and insights that gave rise to humanist philosophy and

are its lifeblood. As a consequence, it has been difficult to keep in

sharp focus the tradition of humanism embraced by Read. Tragically, this

conception is fading from sight not because it has grown obsolete, but

rather due more to the truly radical departure of this view of mankind from

mainstream ideology. Having barely surfaced in a handful of preindustrial

civilizations, this revolutionary, if formative, conception of human mor-

ality tilts headlong against established belief and institutional authority.

Though there have been historical forerunners of humanism, the theory has

never been systematically and comprehensively formulated. And, for reasons

that have been indicated, the fact that this far from simple notion has

has little historical precedence explains its lack of popular appeal.

Hence, it becomes all the more important that the time to carefully and

patiently explain what it is that we are about. If not ushering forth a philo-

sophical renaissance, this effort is necessary to stem the tides of tradition

which tend to dull the edges of ideas that do not blend well into the uniformly

familiar landscape of certified slogans and unoffensive nonsense.

Just what were the intellectual forebears of the brand of classical

liberalism that Read stood for? Historically--and this is recent history--

classical liberalism was grounded on the following currents of post-renais-

sance enlightenment thought: a) freethought--the ideal of human independence,

independent judgment, and free-will (which view had come to be associated
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their power to define let alone to call to action.

In all of this--the novelty of the idea of humanism combined with the

inner uncertainty of its meaning--it is not all difficult to lose sight of

the shared concerns ard insights that gave rise to humanist philosophy and

are its lifeblood. As a consequence, it has been difficult to keep in

sharp focus the tradition of humanism embraced by Read. Tragically, this

conception is fading from sight not because it has groln obsolete, but

rather due more to the truly radical departure of this view of mankind from

mainstream ideology. Having barely surfaced in a handful of preindustrial

civilizations, this revolutionary, if formative, conception of human mor-

ality tilts headlong against established belief and institutional authority.

Though there have been historical forerunners of humanism, the theory has

never been systematically ana conprehensively formulated. And, for reasons

that have been indicated, the fact that this far from simple notion has

had little historical precedence explains its lack of popular appeal.

Hence, it becomes allthemore important that, as we make our stands, those

of us of humanist persuasion take the time to carefully and patiently ex-

plain what it is that we are about. If not ushering forth a philosophical

renaissance, this effort is necessary to stem the tides of tradition which

tend to dull the edges of ideas that do not blend well into the uniformly

familiar landscape of certified slogans and unoffensive nonsense.

Just what were the intellectual forebears of the brand of classical

liberalism that Read stood for? Historically--and this is recent history--

classical liberalism was grounded on the following currents of post-renais-

sance enlightenment thought: a) freethought--the ideal of human independence,

independent judgment, and free-will (which view had come to be associated
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with romanticism and later with irrational emotivism); b) philosophic and

scientific rationalism--belief in the efficacy of reason and the correspond-

ing opposition to religious supernaturalism; c) individualism--the view

that individuals are the makers of their own characters, that, barring co-

ercion, nobody owns other persons or rightfully forms their beliefs with-

out their compliance (not the state, nor gods, nor even dissertation com-

mittees); and d) the idea of a free, open society respecting voluntary

associations between individuals, a spontaneous social order spawn from

natural law (which was the original meaning of anarchism).

Standing firmly against this bold, new, defiant, affirmative con-

ception of human nature were--and are--intolerance, entrenched dogmatism,

and political tyranny. And yet, far more lethal for the emergence of clas-

sical liberalism were its self-inflicted, internal wounds: a) rationality,

subverted by narrowminded scientism, took the form of positivism, and la-

ter still narrower forms of linguistic philosophy, which shyed away from

all but the most esoteric matters;3 b) scientific problems and methods

accordingly became more narrowly confined and reductionistic (e.g., behavior-

ism) and their application leFs and less relevant to human conditions; c)

romanticism's association with quixotic impracticality undermined its ap-

peal as a virtue; and d) the association of individualism with lack of com-

passion for one's brethren likewise tended to discredit its moral worth.

The consequence of this internal sabotage was a shift in the meaning

of humanism toward today's liberal-collectivism, as noted earlier in the

Flew quotation. To revive the humanist sense of purpose that so moved

Herbert Read I recommend to you a careful rereading of Read and those

thinkers upon whose shoulders he so proudly stood.
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FOOTNOTES

1. This essay is based on a presentation to the Social Theory Caucus at the

1983 Detroit conference of the National Art Education Association, which

was an extension of an earlier research presentation entitled "Herbert

Read on Education, Art, and Individual Liberty (scheduled for publi-

cation in The Journal of Aesthetic Education).

For an exposition of Herbert Read's ideas on art and education, in

addition to consulting his Education Through Art (N.Y.:Pantheon, 1958),

the October 1969 issue of The Journal of Aesthetic Education (R. Smith,

ed.) features three articles on Read by J. Keel, M. Parsons, and R. Wasson.

2. For a relatively comprehensive, albeit tentative, exposition of human-

ism, see C. Lamont's The Philosophy of Humanism (5th ed.), N.Y.:Unger,

1977. An indication of the applications of humanist philosophy to edu-

cational psychology is A. Maslow's T(_22.Isii:hology_of_In.qardal (2nd ed.),

N.Y.:Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1968, especially the discussion of "self-

actualization," pp. 189-214.

3. For an excellent anaylsis of this trend in the social sciences toward

scientism modeled after the reductionistic methods of the physical

sciences, see M. Rothbard's Individualism and the Philosophy of the So-

cial Sciences (Calif.:Cato Inst., 1979), I. Child's Humanistic Psychol-

ogy and the Research Tradition (N.Y.:Wiley & Sons, 1973), C. G. Wieder's

"Alternative Approaches to Problems in Art Education" (Studies in Art

Education, 17:1, 1975), and F. A. Hayek's The Counterrevolution of

Science (Calif.:Cato Inst., 1979).
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